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Regularization by Integrating Co-Occurrence Domain
Knowledge for Affect Recognition
Ines Rieger1 2 , Jaspar Pahl1 2 , Bettina Finzel2 , Ute Schmid2

Abstract: While neural networks are widely used for affect recognition, they are often not sufficiently
robust. To enhance robustness, we propose to use domain knowledge based on co-occurring facial
movements. We integrate this knowledge as a regularization term into the loss function, which serves as
a constraint during training. Our experiments show that our approach can enhance the generalizability
of neural networks and can lower their risk of overfitting. Furthermore, our method can improve the
calibration of neural networks on new facial expressions. This paper is an extended abstract of the
work [Ri22], accepted at the 26th International Conference on Pattern Recognition.
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Introduction

A purely data-driven approach for training neural networks may reach its limits, for example,
when there is training data of low quality or when there are constraints the model must
satisfy such as natural laws or other regulations [Ru21]. Integration of domain knowledge
can tackle these disadvantages by forcing the neural network to adhere to constraints.
In our approach, we propose to integrate domain knowledge on co-occuring target classes
directly in the loss function to enhance affect recognition models. For our experiments,
we concentrate on classifying facial movements called Action Units (AUs). AUs are a
psychological framework to describe distinct, objective facial muscle movements such as
lowering the brow, or raising the cheek in a modular way [EFH02].
One disadvantage of affective computing and especially AU datasets are the varying
properties regarding their recording conditions, i.e. in-the-lab vs. in-the-wild or acted vs.
natural. Training on datasets with very specific properties leads to models which suffer
from bad generalizability and therefore do not evaluate well on datasets with different
properties [Er19] in a cross-dataset setting. Domain knowledge can tackle this disadvantage,
since it is to a certain degree disentangled from the dataset properties (e.g. recording setting
or subject metadata) and therefore provides general information about the task.
For AUs, domain knowledge in the form of co-occurrences exist due to the fact that facial
expressions such as emotions, pain or stress activate several AUs at the same time [DTM14].
Furthermore, because of the anatomically predetermined dependence of movements in the
face, the contraction of muscles can also lead to the activation of several AUs at once. This
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(a) Ground truth correlations of
facial AUs for happy faces: There
is eye brow movement (AU 1-2),
cheek raising and lid tightening
(AU 6-7), and mouth movements
that extend also to the cheek and
chin (AU 12-24).

(b) Test data predictions, when
trained with binary crossentropy.
The neural network learns the correlations automatically to a certain
degree.

(c) Test data predictions, when
trained with binary crossentropy
(BCE) and CorrLoss. This matrix
is more similar to the ground truth
correlation compared to when only
trained with BCE.

Fig. 1: Intuition on how well the model learns ground truth correlations for happy faces with our
CorrLoss regularization term. CorrLoss forces the NN to learn the true correlations between AUs.
The example stems from experiments where we finetune models on facial expressions.

means that it is likely for many AUs to appear together in a facial expression, which can be
expressed by the correlation strength between AUs. Since the patterns for the same facial
expression are similar across subjects, we propose to use this co-occurrence information
to enhance the model’s generalization ability and to calibrate models on distinct facial
expressions.
More specifically, we formulate the co-occurrence information as a weighted regularization
term (CorrLoss) to optimize positive and negative AU correlations. During training, the
CorrLoss minimizes the distance between the correlation matrix of the ground truth and the
predicted labels. The total loss for each batch consists of the weighted CorrLoss and binary
crossentropy loss (BCE). In contrast to other approaches that model the co-occurrence
information in a hypothesis space (see [Cu20, So21]), we find that formulating this constraint
as a regularization term a lightweight solution, which is furthermore flexible to steer as the
domain knowledge does not need to be modeled first. However, the domain knowledge must
be differentiable for training neural networks which is not always easy to realize.
For highlighting the interpretability aspect, we provide visualizations of the ground truth
and learned co-occurrences that can be inspected with respect to plausibility (Fig. 1). To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formalize a co-occurrence constraint directly
in the loss function and to conduct a comprehensive cross-dataset evaluation when using
co-occurrence knowledge.
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Tab. 1: Cross-Dataset Evaluation. Results are in macro F1-score. Higher mean is bold and lower
variance is underlined. Variable 𝜌 weighs the CorrLoss and the BCE against each other.
Train Data
GFT
(𝜌=0.6)

2

Test Data
Actor Study
AffWild2
BP4D
CK+
EmotioNet

not balanced
𝜌=0
𝜌>0
0.289 ± 0.013 0.301 ± 0.011
0.150 ± 0.010 0.169 ± 0.014
0.431 ± 0.020 0.416 ± 0.026
0.303 ± 0.026 0.324 ± 0.019
0.355 ± 0.017 0.375 ± 0.016

balanced
𝜌=0
𝜌>0
0.304 ± 0.006 0.309 ± 0.009
0.199 ±0.016 0.228 ± 0.011
0.450 ± 0.034 0.481 ± 0.005
0.336 ± 0.023 0.359 ± 0.014
0.419 ± 0.019 0.438 ± 0.007

Main Results

To evaluate our approach we use several AU benchmark datasets: BP4D [Zh13],
CK+ [KCT00], and GFT [Gi17], Actor Study [Se19], AffWild2 [Ko17], and EmotioNet
[FBQSM16]. Our key findings are: (1) When evaluating the within dataset performance,
using CorrLoss decreases the variance over different data folds, but does not significantly
increase the mean results. The lower variance over several different data folds can indicate
enhanced robustness. We can also observe a decreased risk of overfitting in the training.
(2) When evaluating CorrLoss in a cross-dataset setting, the mean performance increases
and variance decreases for most datasets compared to our baseline (see Table 1 as example
for training dataset GFT). This means that CorrLoss can increase the robustness and
generalizability of the model. This is also reflected in our state-of-the-art comparison, as
our model outperforms state-of-the-art models that do not use co-occurrence information in
a cross-dataset evaluation. (3) We can see a performance gain when we calibrate our trained
models with CorrLoss on specific facial expression tasks like happiness or pain.
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Discussion

In the following, we would like to bring up some discussion points related to our described
approach.
1) Why did we chose to model our domain knowledge about co-occurring classes as
correlation information instead of logical rules? We think that using correlation information
in the loss function can be a lightweight and flexible solution, since finding explicit logical
rules to describe this task can be difficult.
2) In what further applications could CorrLoss be used? In general, CorrLoss could be
applied whenever predicted classes relate to each other–e.g., when sub-concepts (e.g., eye)
relate to higher-order concepts (e.g., human and animal). In our opinion, non-causal and
approximate relationships between classes, as they often occur in human behavior, could be
an overall suitable application.
3) By regularizing the neural network with domain knowledge, one also introduces bias. To
a certain extent, introducing bias when constraining a neural network is the goal–but the
question arises, when is the regularization too much and turns into unwanted bias?
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